


In this Session… 
•  Right, Left… What? 
•  Dive deep into the right brain… 
•  The differences between children and adults… and 

what adults have lost (and how to get it back). 
•  How to design a creativity-generating environment. 
•  Bridging the gap between creativity and logic. 
•  And more! 



The myth… 
•  Right brain = “creative,” problem-solving centers 
•  Left brain = “logical,” orderly, linear 

Right vs. Left Brain 



Right vs. Left Brain 
Is it really dictated by hemispheres? 
•  “It is the connections among all brain regions that enable 

humans to engage in both creativity and analytical thinking.” 
~Dr. Jeff Anderson, MRI Neurosurgical Mapping Service, 
University of Utah study of 7,000 brain regions 

•  Easy metaphor for logic vs. creativity… will always be here. 
•  Hemispheres are well connected… in healthy adults. 



Right vs. Left Brain 
Unless both hemispheres and 
“left” and “right” functions are 

communicating with each 
other, problem solving and 
creativity will be difficult. 



Creative (“Right”) Brain 
In children… 
•  Creative activities are encouraged in grade school. 
•  Creative activities are DIScouraged in middle and 

high school. 
•  Art is foundational in Pre-school/Kindergarten. 
•  Art is secondary (and sometimes frowned upon) in 

upper grade levels. 



Creative (“Right”) Brain 
In adults… 
•  Creative activities are encouraged in limited circles. 
•  Creative activities are DIScouraged pretty much 

everywhere. 
•  Creativity becomes viral… 

–  Coloring books 
–  Crafting 
–  Why? 



In adults, creativity is seen as 
childish (rather than 

childlike) and irresponsible. 
Yet it’s NECESSARY. 

Creative (“Right”) Brain 



Creative (“Right”) Brain 
My environment… 
•  Books 
•  Toys (A LOT of toys) 
•  Coloring books 
•  Art supplies 
•  Bright colors (PAINT!) 



Creative (“Right”) Brain 
My recommended toys… 
•  Action figures (role play…) 
•  Thinking Putty 
•  LEGOs® 
•  Hotwheels® 
•  Custom toys 



Creative (“Right”) Brain 
Your environment… 
•  Books—Less	  intellectual,	  more	  crea1ve	  

–  Coloring books 
–  Journals 

•  Toys—A	  variety	  
–  Building	  toys	  
–  Cra9ing	  sets	  



Creative (“Right”) Brain 
Your environment… 
•  Art supplies—More	  than	  just	  pencils	  

–  Crayons 
–  Markers 
–  Paint (acrylic, watercolor, spray, oil, etc.) 

•  Bright colors—Beyond	  the	  walls	  
–  Pillows, blankets 
–  Wall art 



Creative (“Right”) Brain Exercise 
Beach Ball Brainstorming… 
1.  Start with a “stuck” idea. 
2.  Toss a beach ball with a friend, child, sibling, 

parent, etc. or bounce against the wall. 
3.  Talk it out. 
4.  Don’t. Stop. Bouncing. 
5.  Record audio so you don’t have to stop. 



Logical (“Left”) Brain 
In children… 
•  Secondary until later grades. 
•  Art first, math second. 
•  Replaces more and more creative exercises and 

activities with each grade level. 



Logical (“Left”) Brain 
In adults… 
•  Primary with most careers. 
•  Creative types are “eclectic,” “unusual,” “weird.” 
•  Creativity congregates… Austin, TX; Asheville, NC. 
•  “Normal” and widespread, the majority. 
•  “Wow, I could NEVER do that! I’m not creative.” 



Logical (“Left”) Brain 

The lack of creativity and 
majority of logic in adults is 

NOT normal. 
It’s all about CONDITIONING. 



Bridging the Gap 
Ideas, problem solving, getting unstuck… 
•  Shower… long shower. 
•  Walk… go shopping! 
•  Brainstorm with a friend… while creating. 
•  Drive. 
•  Do the dishes (really). 
•  Vacuum. 



Bridging the Gap 
Ideas, problem solving, getting unstuck… 
•  Color… Create coloring designs/pages/books. 
•  Paint… Be. Messy. 
•  Start an Art Journal. 
•  Work out… bike, treadmill, kickboxing, etc. 
•  Do something “mindless.” 



Bridging the Gap 
The secret sauce… 
•  Creative-bent individuals procrastinate on 

“mundane” tasks… have trouble outlining, 
planning, etc. 

•  Logic-bent individuals shy away from creativity, so 
get “stuck” on solving problems. 

•  Combining is the SECRET to staying unstuck! 



•  Determine whether you’re more bent on creativity 
or logic… what gets you excited? Where do you 
procrastinate? 

•  Choose ONE Gap-Bridging activity and implement 
within the next 24 hours. 

•  Rinse and repeat! 
•  Look for Session 2… 

Session 1 Homework 


